FORMING DIGITAL LITERACY IN STUDENTS BASED ON THE EXPERIENCE OF EU COUNTRIES

ABSTRACT
The article analyzes the tendencies in the development of digital literacy of citizens of European Union member states in educational institutions. The urgency of the study is driven by the need to develop the skills needed to communicate effectively in the epoch of 4 – the Industrial Revolution. This study focuses on analyzing the approaches needed to build digital literacy, as well as identifying its key development criteria in the education systems of the UK, Slovenia, the Netherlands, Lithuania and Estonia. Attention is drawn to the existing documents and programs that formulate conceptual trends for digital literacy across Europe. At the same time, in the European Union there is no common model that reflects the ways and methods of digital literacy, each country defining its priorities for achieving the goals. It is noted that digital literacy is characterized as one of the key skills for developing the professional competencies of a teacher and a competitive specialist. Based on the study of digital literacy experience abroad, it is possible to define a clear public policy focused on high levels of digital literacy and digital skills. The digitalization status of educational establishments and the population of Ukraine, which is defined as low, is compared. The main directions of the concept of development of the digital economy and society of Ukraine for 2018–2020 are described which aim to bridge the “digital divide” in comparison with the developed EU countries. It is concluded that it is precisely the educational institutions need significant reform. Based on the analysis of digital literacy approaches abroad, this study identifies priority areas for reforming education systems in the European Union in line with current labor market and digital society requirements.
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The development of digital technology is so rapid that it is evident in every person’s daily life. But the active use of digital technology in the training of today’s highly qualified specialist has only been observed in the last decade. It is in our time the process of digitization of society has become intensive. The notion of “digital literacy” and its derivatives has been formed recently in the scientific world, but the formation of digital literacy as a key component of the digital competence of the specialist, in the epoch of digital economy, is now the main task in the professional education of developed countries and Ukraine.

For a long time, the concept of digital literacy was considered only in the context of the educational process, but because of the impact of digital technology on all spheres of human life, it became necessary to form digital literacy of all members of society. For example, the digital economy, on the one hand, creates the need to train a modern specialist who has professional competencies in the field of digital technologies, on the other hand, for the citizens of all countries, it is a question of having a common digital literacy, which will allow intensive and productive use of digital technologies for their own needs (self-realization, work, rest, study, leisure of everyone), as well as for achievement and realization of common economic, social and public goals (Kovalchuck, 2017a; 2017b).

Foreign authors have been discussing digital literacy since the second half of the twentieth century, while domestic scholars have been actively studying the issue only for the last decade.

As noted by researchers L. Thomas and Stommel in the context of the digital world and the globalization of education, the value of digital standards is increasing. They are a guarantee that educational recipients will be able to complete training prepared for the labor market and be able to contribute to society. Teachers and educational leaders will be able to take advantage of digital technology in their professional work (Stommel, 2014).

THE AIM OF THE STUDY
The papers analyzes the international experience of forming digital literacy of citizens and defines their importance for the functioning of society under the conditions of mass spread of digital technologies.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESEARCH METHODS
The problem of the introduction of digital technologies in the educational process is devoted to the work of such domestic and foreign scientists as N. O. Aristov,
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M. I. Zhaldak, O. M. Spirin, O. V. Malykhin, N. V. Morse, V. Yu. Bykov, M. F. Birka, V. V. Lapinsky, V. I. Kovalchuk, O. V. Spivakovsky, A. P. Yershov, V. M. Monakhov, V. G. Razumovsky, I. O. Novik, A. I. Poplavsky, L. N. Khutorska and others. It is worth noting that the study of this problem by the above authors has an important impact on the formation and development of digital competence (Kovalchuck, 2018). Along with the legal justification for updating the conceptual apparatus of education, in particular in the direction of its digitization, there is a scientific understanding and interpretation of a number of definitions. Foreign authors D. Belshaw, B. Hirsch, G. Creeber & R. Martin, L. Manovich, J. Stommel and others.

If we consider the concept of digital literacy as interpreted by D. Belshaw in his book “The Essential Elements of Digital Literacy”, he points to the existence of different models of this phenomenon and distinguishes eight major components of human interaction with digital environment: cultural, cognitive, constructive, communicative, isolated, creative, using of analytical and digital content assessment skills, civic component of life (Belshaw, 2011). As a contemporary cultural phenomenon the concept of digital culture is also analyzed by foreign scientists C. Bassett, C. Gere, G. Creeber, M. Deuze, R. Martin, M. Hand, usually compare it with new media. According to C. Gere’s apt phrase, digital technology is a marker of the culture of the last decades, it includes both artifacts and communications, and features typical of the modern lifestyle (Gere, 2008).

The development of digital literacy is one of the most important conditions for the development of any digital economy in any country, as it is closely linked to all spheres of society and economy. Digital skills are also considered to be a prerequisite for the development of all other priorities in the area of harmonization of the EU and EaP digital markets identified at the ministerial level meeting on the topic “Digital Community” (The European Commission, 2017).

Therefore, based on the Association Agreement signed with Ukraine and the European Union, the main goals of Ukraine's development are the gradual integration into the priority directions of development of the digital society of Europe. Among these areas is the initiative “Digital Agenda for Europe”, which sets digital society priorities within the Europe economic growth strategy “Europe 2020: A strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth” (Digital Agenda of Ukraine – 2020).

Based on European norms, the concept of development of the digital economy and society of Ukraine for 2018-2020 has been developed, measures are taken to implement appropriate measures for digitization of the economy, public and social spheres, awareness of the existing challenges and instruments for development of digital infrastructures, acquisition of digital competences by citizens, identifies major digital industries for stimulating the internal market for the production, using and consumption of digital technologies (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2018). The research methodology included descriptive methods (study, analysis and description of documents, scientific and educational sources) and comparative method (identification of common and distinct pedagogical patterns).

RESULTS

The most common mechanism of forming digital literacy in society is educational programs aimed at digital literacy in the period of getting education and various courses that aimed at adapting society to the conditions of digitalization. At present, national policies on digitization vary significantly across countries.

The UK’s education reform is going underpinned by the major development trends outlined in the Digital Agenda for Europe, an economically forward-looking developing of the country that is heavily focused on current digital technologies.
In accordance with the UK Digital Strategy 2017 targets (UK Parliament official site, 2017), the 2018 EdTech strategy has been developed to identify seven key digital literacy approaches:

1. Digital Teaching Professional Framework (DTPF), which structures and defines relevant digital skills in the education sector, develops and implements digital professional learning standards.

2. EdTech Teacher Status (EdTechTS) is prepared on the basis of the “Professional Digital Learning Framework” to ensure and support the effective and progressive development of digital literacy for teachers, trainers and administrators in education.

3. Accessible learning – introduction of various forms of digital literacy enhancement, motivation for stable personal development in this area.

4. EdTech Training Association is committed to enhancing innovative scientific research and creating a community to share digital experience through collaboration and global networking opportunities.

5. Developing of digital literacy – providing training in developing the skills of applying the latest digital technologies, developing digital products and encouraging them to use constantly and motivate to develop their own digital literacy steadily.

6. Sharing experiences – improving access to content that provides informational support and motivates members of the digital community to increase the level of user skills that drive digital development and implementation.

7. Specialized educational services – the inclusion of educational services in the main areas of grant investments, as well as the formation of financial flows aimed at the development of digital technologies and products involved in the educational process.

Due to the great attention of the UK Government, the number of advanced training programmes and training courses is steadily increasing and being updated in line with the introduction of innovative digital technologies and labor market requirements (UK Parliament official site, 2017).

Important educational areas that reflect the role and place of the digital educator in the Netherlands include the “Onderwijs 2032” online platform aimed at organizing and supporting the learning, engagement and development of digital skills through developing basic digital skills and digital literacy. The participants and users of the “Education 2032” e-platform are constantly in the process of discussing the development of innovative content for the future, focused on the development and dissemination of new curricula (Ons onderwijs 2032, 2016).

An important document characterizing the trends in the use of digital technologies in the educational sector of the Netherlands is the “Technology Compass for Education 2019-2020”, developed with the support of the Kennisnet Foundation. Kennisnet Foundation experts focus on educating digital literacy educators, which will enhance the use and application of digital technologies to achieve their goals. They determine that the using of cloud computing technology is one of the major current tendencies that will affect at the educational process over the next five years (IT competency framework for teacher).

Of interest is the practice of Slovenia, which is undergoing a transformation of digital society. According to the Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) for 2017 (an index that summarizes European digital performance and characterizes EU digital competitiveness), Slovenia is gradually increasing its percentage of Internet users – 73 %, with more than 60 % users use the Internet every day, and more than 50 % of Slovenians are aware of basic digital skills in using digital technologies. Slovenia is one of the 10 EU graduates of STEM education.
Adoption of the document “DIGITAL SLOVENIA 2020” has begun reform in line with these strategic guidelines for the country for digital society development by 2020 (Strateške usmeritve nadaljnega uvajanja IKT v slovenske VIZ do leta 2020). The next step was the approval by the Board of the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport of Slovenia of the document “Strategic Guidelines for the Further Introduction of Digital Technologies in Slovenian Institutions of Education by 2020”. According to this document, its main goals are: development of didactic materials using digital technologies; supporting the functioning of educational platforms; forming digital literacy and digital competence of all participants in the educational process; digitization of educational institutions, including support for administrative management; e-learning in the field of higher education and adult education and evaluation of digitization (DIGITAL SLOVENIA 2020).

At the state level, the main responsibility for adult education and retraining lies with the Ministry of Education, Science and Sport of Slovenia, which employs a specialized department of higher education and adult education. The formation of digital literacy begins at the school level, where in addition to the 8th grade studying you can choose specialized subjects in digital technologies. Regarding the professional development of teachers and the qualification of professionals in Slovenia, there is a large network of adult education institutions offering digital competency programs and opportunities for participation in national and international digital-oriented training programs. This helps to improve the quality of the educational process and its own professional growth (Põldoja, 2016).

Of particular importance is the experience of European countries that have recently become members of the European Union, such as Lithuania and Estonia.

Foundation of Information Technology for Education was established in Estonia. Its purpose is to provide broad digital education and digital education within the education sector and to provide a strong impetus to the digital literacy and digital competence of educators to ensure high quality education in the country. The Foundation Education Information Technology has initiated the education programs of the education system of Estonia, for example, reforming education on digital literacy for citizens “Education Strategy 2012-2020”, IT Academy, digital education and others (Hariduse Infotehnoloogia Sihtasutus, HITSA).

An important issue here is the solution of the problem of forming educating digital competence of teachers for their skillful application of created digital educational materials, digital environment and digital tools for dissemination of the latest pedagogical practices. Thus, in Estonia, teachers are required to take 40-hour digital education training courses in European Computer Rights (ECDL) every 3 years. Teachers’ digital competence is assessed on the basis of DigComp 2.0, 2.1, and within the framework of the national DigiMina Estonian project, after which they receive a certificate.

It should be noted that in Lithuania the assessment of teachers’ digital competence is also carried out in accordance with ECDL standards, in accordance with teacher training programs based on the Center for School Improvement and the Center for Modern Didactics. Teachers’ digital literacy is formed through their participation in international projects aimed at creating online platforms for developing digital competence and improving digital skills in their learning activities. After completing the training course on the project site one can take an online test and determine the level of digital literacy and digital skills in professional and daily life (European Commission, 2019).

The described digital literacy instruments in the EU and Ukraine have their differences. The situation in Ukraine has developed in such a way that in the age of the
digital economy, education and public administration require major reform in the direction of digitalization. The development of digital technologies helps to change the form and methods of professional development of teachers, which in turn increases the level of training of the educational recipients themselves. At the same time, higher and vocational education cannot be reformed in accordance with the requirements of society and the development of digital technologies. The growing number of open online resources for education and training provides educators with opportunities for non-formal learning and ongoing professional development. But there is no systematic state support for this process, so not all teachers have mastered the key professional skills of the modern person. Therefore, it reinforces the need to accelerate the digitalisation of higher and vocational education, and in particular the introduction of new teaching methods and technologies for teachers and students (Kovalchuck, 2017a; 2017b).

At the same time, a large number of Ukraine’s population shows the relatively low level of digital literacy required to exist in a digital society. The main problem is the low digitization of infrastructure and remote regions. In order to bridge the digital divide in comparison with the developed EU countries, a set of digital economy measures aimed at new business opportunities and citizens focused on the development of national digital infrastructures was created: mobile and telecommunication infrastructure, digital television infrastructure, radio and technological infrastructure for projects “Internet of Things” (LoRaWan, etc.), computing infrastructure, virtualization and data storage (including cloudy and foggy), cyber security infrastructure, special lysed infrastructures and others. For the development of the digital economy of Ukraine should not be ignored identity and trust infrastructure, open data infrastructure, interoperability infrastructure, blockchain infrastructure, online payment and transaction infrastructure, e-commerce infrastructure and online interaction of business entities (e-contracting, e-invoicing, online lending, smart logistics, etc.), public service infrastructure (e-government), life support infrastructure (medicine, education, public safety, transport, etc.), geoinformation infrastructure, industrial digital infrastructures and others (Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, 2018).

CONCLUSIONS

Digitalization is differently reflected in the national strategy of different countries, but the spread of digital technologies in all aspects of human life requires the state apparatus to immediately increase the level of digital literacy of all segments of the population. And bearing in mind that the active development of digital literacy is closely linked to innovative teaching methods, in order to master digital literacy, the modern educational process must have a sufficiently high level of digital technology.

Further attention is needed to explore the digitalization model of Ukraine’s education system in line with current requirements and to learn from the successful experience of developed countries.
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